PIC12F752-ICD Processor Extension Pak

Part Number: AC244049

This Processor Extension Pak is designed for those who wish to debug with the PIC12F752 family of microcontrollers in-circuit, while freeing up I/O pins typically reserved for debugger use. The product does not have any additional debug capabilities from the production part. The included modular adapter interfaces with the MPLAB REAL ICE, MPLAB ICD 3, and PICkit 3 tools.

Supported devices:
- PIC12F752

Package contents:
- Modular ICSP adapter
- Short gold pin headers

Reference the latest Header Board Specification (DS51292) document for more detailed information on this and other header and Processor Extension Pak products.

Please always refer to DTS (Development Tools Selector: http://www.microchip.com/dtsapp/) to verify the support for a given device family.